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INTRODUCTION 

Additionally, paraphilia can also be found in character’s problem in many ways. Paraphilia 

can be discovered in the real life and also in the character of a novel.  A novel is contained 
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paraphilia disorder, for instance, Beautiful Stranger by Christina Lauren. The novel refers to 

paraphilia disorders suffered by Sara Dillon. 

Due to the above reason, the writer will analyze Sara Dillon’s paraphilia in Christina 

Lauren’s Beautiful Stranger. The purpose of this thesis is to examine and evaluate abnormal 

sexual behavior which is paraphilia disorder between the kinds and the causes of the syndromes 

especially in character Sara Dillon. The writer interest in Beautiful Stranger because the novel 

has topic which has rarely become the object of researches. In this novel, this topic is more 

prominent because the novel illustrates the new habitual problems of the main character so the 

writer takes this topic as a research. Nowadays the writer places this thesis of Christina Lauren’s 

work within the theory of sex by Sigmund Freud. The writer will focus on kinds and causes of 

Sara Dillon’s paraphilia.  

 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

Character 

 

Characterization 

 

Sigmund Freud’s Theory 



 

strives the sexual aim, then the scientifically examined experience shows us many deviations in 

reference to both sexual object and sexual aim. Sexual aberration based on sexual objects related 

to the sexual activities, whether intended for same-sex (homosexual), other types (hetero-sexual) 

or a combination between (bisexual). Selection of sexual objects against the same sex is called 

reversal (inversion).  

Moreover with inverted, other forms of sexual aberration according Freud (1905: 17-26) 

included sexually immature and animal as sexual object, overestimation of the sexual object, 

sexual utilization of the mucous membrane, of the lips and mouth, sexual utilization of the anal 

opening, fetishism, exhibitionism, voyeurism, sadism and masochism. Classification of sexual 

aberration according Freud concluded that sexuality said as abnormality when it is not only by an 

aspect. It can be seen from the objects and the aims. When the object and the aims have been seen, 

it can be said that sexual behavior abnormal or not. 

 

The Definition of Paraphilia 

 

The Kinds of Paraphilia 

These abnormal patterns of sexual arousal from unusual source include fetishism, 

transvestism, exhibitionism, voyeurism, sadism, masochism, and pedophilia (Santrock, 2006: 

410-411).  

 

Fetishism 



 

on greater importance than the arousing qualities of any one partner. Sexual arousal from a 

particular body part can be further classified as partialism. Most fetishists are male.  

 

Exhibitionism  

 

Masochism  

 

Transvestism 

 

Voyeurism 

 

Sadism  

 

Pedophilia 

 

Paraphilia’s Causes 

Associated with deviations of sexual behavior, Freud provides several indicators that are 

factors causing the occurrence of sexual behavior irregularities, namely sexual organ dysfunction, 

trauma, and frustration. Freud explained that sexual organ dysfunction is a condition in which a 

person's sex organs cannot function as they should. For example, women who cannot have an 



 

orgasm, or men whose sex organs cannot get an erection. Trauma is a condition where someone 

gets emotional distress due to a major event or an undesirable event. While frustration is a 

disappointment in an individual due to not achieving a goal or desire. (Freud, 1920: 8) 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

  

ANALYSIS 

 

Sara Dillon’s Paraphilia 
According to Sigmund Freud’s theory of sexual aberration or sexual abnormality or namely 

paraphilia presented by Christina Lauren in the novel Beautiful Stranger contains sexual 

aberration based on the aims of the character Sara Dillon. Sigmund Freud states that sexual 

aberration based on aims act towards which the impulse strives. Christina Lauren in the Beautiful 

Stranger presented sexual aberration based on sexual aims included exhibitionism, fetishism, and 

masochism.  

 

Exhibitionism 
According to Santrock exhibitionism refers to a psychosexual disorder in which individuals 

expose their sexual anatomy to others in order to obtain sexual gratification (2006: 410-411). 

Exhibitionism can be read in the following quotation: 

 



 

 

The statement above explains that Sara does not pay attention on someone’s position who 

are having sex in the upstairs. From this quotation shows that one of the symptoms of 

exhibitionism is someone wants to show their sexual activity and do not care if seen with other 

people. The exhibitionist wants someone to see their sexual activity or the body parts of the 

genitals they want to show. Exhibitionist shows their genitals for people who see or someone 

being the target feels surprised so that the exhibitionist can reach the orgasm.  

After an unexpected incident at the club, Sara returns to her exhibitionism when she 

accidentally meets Max in his office. Max, who actually wants to visit his old college friend who 

is also Sara’s boss, switches to visit Sara in her room office.  

  

Sara takes Max’s hand and she moves slowly to her dress until she lifted up to her hips. 

This statement shows that Sara wants Max to touch her in her office. Sara leads Max to touch on 

her skin and her stomach under her dress. She leads him by moves his hand slowly until she feels 

aroused.    

Sara’s strong desires can not be stop and even it becomes stronger as it can be seen in the 

following quotation.  

 

The quotation above shows two facts. One, supervicially Sara says they should not have 

sex in front of the people by saying they should not do sex in that place. Two, deeply inside Sara 

realizes that she can not stop her desires who have sex in an office. Even though she realizes that 

it is unethical and there is a possibility that someone will come and find out what she is doing in 

her room office. Even though she knows about the fact, Sara still did it by pushing her body into 

Max’s hand. Furthermore, Max feels guilty because he obeyed without seeing the conditions and 

he remembers that he just had a few minutes by Sara. After incident in her room office, Sara wants 

to clear her mind with having lunch at a restaurant near her office.  

She has thought too much about what happened with her since she met Max in the club 

as it can be seen in the following quotation. 

 

The quotation above describes about what Sara imagines when she goes to the club among 

many people and the noise from the music that was heard at that time. She also imagines when 

Max had become her satisfaction, with his large penis size. She remembers when Max picks her 

up and presses her against the wall so he can have sex in the upstairs dance floor.  

She does not realize if she will meet again with Max when he also lunch at the restaurant 

as it can be seems in the following quotation. 



 

 

 

The statement Sara allows Max to take her reason away explains that Sara cannot stop her 

desires with Max in a restaurant. Sara warns Max to know about their current position. Even 

though she gives the warning, her desires appear more strongly than before. Max obeys what Sara 

really wants without looking around.  

Sara’s exhibitionism does not only reach a restaurant. She does sex again when Max makes 

fundraiser event at a museum with many important people attends. When Max dances with Sara, 

he wants Sara to have sex in a place she may be likes. Sara agrees to Max’s offer and she goes to 

Max at the place which is still in the museum section.  

 

 

In addition, the quotation above describes about Max’s view of Sara when she comes to 

him with nerves but also interests with Max’s offer. Max understands that Sara may be unique to 

compare with other women. He also takes her to a place that is fairly open and anyone can find 

out about the place.  

On the other side, behind Sara’s closed, she surprises Max again with her desires as it can 

be seen in the following quotation. 

 

When Sara asks Max if he has a camera, the statement explains that Sara wants to take a 

picture with Max when she still naked and they still having sex in that place. This quotation shows 

another symptoms that occurs to Sara, who wants to capture a photo of her body or while still 

having sex. This phenomenon can be called a reflectoporn where the exhibitionist captures a photo 

what should be personally exhibited to others so that she gets satisfaction or orgasm.  

 

In addition, the quotation above shows that Sara feels aroused when Max smoothed her 

thigh to slip between her legs. Max also captures her shoulder and her hand on her breast to show 

her nipples between her fingers. While Max captures her body, Sara made an agreement with him 

about not to take a pictures on her face.  

Since incident at the museum, Sara makes a deal with Max. She wants to implement 

sexual relations without ties with Max by scheduling to meet with him every Friday. Max agrees 

with the Sara’s option she offers, but on condition he also wants the location for their meet only 

he can be the one who plans it. Except Friday, no having sex is allows. Both of them finally agree 

with the deals.  



 

 

 

 

In the first deal, Max sends a message for Sara to meet him in that location. This location 

is the place where according to their deals, every Friday they will sex and only Max plans the 

location. It is a warehouse fills with antiques, especially a mirror who the owner is Max's 

colleague. Max plans to have sex with Sara surrounded by many mirrors. From this statement, it 

can be assumed that Max submits Sara's desire to continue her exhibitionism. 

Max knows that Sara is an exhibitionist who comfortable with public sex as it can be seen 

by the following quotation. 

 

 

The quotation above mention three facts. One, Max knows Sara is an exhibitionist. Two, 

he knows that Sara likes sensation of being seen and makes her fascinated. Three, He knows she 

likes sexual in a public place. 

Furthermore, Sara enjoys with Max’s plans that she feels happy and excited as it can be 

seen in the following quotation.    

  

The quotation above explains about how Max leads Sara to have sex in front of many 

mirrors. Sara’s descriptions of the quotation above shows that she feels enjoy and addicted to 

have sex with Max. She wants more pleasures than before. Max forces her to look at herself in 

front of mirrors and asks her if she likes it. From this quotation, mirror is a device that can reflect 

the image of someone and as a substitute device for people who watch exhibitionism until 

someone gets satisfaction and orgasm. 

Everything that Max plans is to fulfill Sara's request for her as a partner in a sexual 

relationship as it can be seen in the following quotation. 

 
 

The quotation above shows that Max wants Sara to read a book for him. Max plans to use 

a book as media for Sara’s sexual desires and hides their activities when someone sees them. 

While Sara read the book, Max opens his trousers and begins to have sex without sound. Sara, 

who only reads, tries to stay afloat and hopes that someone will see her sexually in the library. 

Sara is more aroused if someone sees her sexually involved. 

Furthermore, Max accidently meets Sara when he follows by paparazzi who wants to 

know about his life. Sara immediately takes him around the city by taxi when she knows about 

that problem. Sara intends to cheer up Max by having sex in the taxi. Max surprised with what 



 

Sara does in the taxi (Lauren, 2013:104). She offers sex with him even though she knows that the 

day is not Friday.  

During the agreement, Sara follows what was determined by Max. In addition to the 

warehouse and library, Max plans Sara's exhibitionism in several places. Including the rooftop of 

the building, the gym, his office, even in a club where voyeurism gather secretly Sara who does 

not miss the opportunity also enjoys the fantasy given by Max during their sexual relations. 

 

Fetishism 
According Santrock (2006:410-411) fetishism is a psychosexual disorder in which an 

individual relies on inanimate objects or a specific body part for sexual gratification. Fetishism 

can be read as in the following quotation:  

 

The quotation above shows that Sara carries out her fetishism sexual desires by receiving 

provocation from Max. Max makes his hand as a representative to fulfill the sexual instincts of 

Sara's fetishism by making Sara's jaws, ears and neck the sexual goals of fetishism accepted by 

Sara. To carry out sexual desire fetishism, body parts in the form of hands, tongue or feet is indeed 

the main device to reach the level of orgasm for this form of deviation. 

   

The Causes of Sara Dillon’s Paraphilia  
According to Sigmund Freud in theory of sexuality, the causes of the sexual perversion 

or sexual abnormality or it can be called paraphilia are sexual organ dysfunction, traumatic, and 

frustration. Based on the findings data, the factors that causes sexual deviations on Sara Dillon in 

Christina Lauren's Beautiful Stranger based on Sigmund Freud's theory of sexuality are divided 

into two: frustration and traumatic factors. Not found are the factors of sexual organ dysfunction 

which is the cause of sexual behavior irregularities. 

 

Traumatic 
Traumatic is a condition where someone gets emotional distress due to a major event or 

an undesirable event. Traumatic factors experienced by the characters that cause sexual deviations 

occur due to past incident. It is the conflict of ex-boyfriend. The incident that befell Sara is the 

main cause of Paraphilia by Sara's character. These findings can be found in the following excerpt. 

 

 

The quotation above explains that Sara’s ex-boyfriend, Andrew Morton called Andy is a 

congressman in the seventh district of Illinois. Sara and Andy have been in a long relationship 

until they gets engagement. The statement also explains that during Andy's campaign, the one 



 

who helps in his financial support is Sara's family. The goodness of Sara's family replies by 

Andy's betrayal with bad news. Unfortunately, Andy betrays Sara by cheating on several women. 

The rumor reaches the mass media.  

 

 

The quotation above explains that when Sara says she wanted to get out to New York, 

Andy shows anger with yelling and threatening. He throws Sara’s clothes onto the street and 

pushes her out from the house. Sara does not expect that the person she has loved for several years 

drives her from her own home.  

 

 

The statement above shows that while Andy is Sara's fiancé, he also sleeps with other 

women. The man just tricked Sara. This is the reason that makes Sara strange. No wonder if she 

likes to avoid and distrust paparazzi. From the quotation above shows that conflict between Andy 

and Sara results in her being afraid of meets with paparazzi because she always chases about the 

affair of her ex-boyfriend.  

 

The statement above shows that Sara wants to forget the past. She wants to forget her old 

self. She does not want to be someone who is predictable and follows the expectations of others. 

She wants to make herself happy in her own way with freely to do anything that smells reckless, 

wild and feels young. From the quotation, it can be concluded that Sara wants to leave her old 

self in Chicago and replace it with her new life in New York. The statement is also a factor causes 

her to commit sexual deviations.  

 

Frustration 



 

 

The quotation shows that Andy has targeted Sara's family for a long time.  Andy betrays 

them because he wants public support for his personal reputation. He also uses the wealth that 

Sara's family has. Starting from there, Sara and her family do not trust Andy again and Sara prefers 

to move to New York. 

 

 

 

The statement above explained about the view from Sara’s friend, Chloe, of what Andy 

is being to do with Sara. She does not really know about Andy, she only knows him through Sara's 

story and also the newspaper. Chloe thinks that when she first time to see him, she already feels 

that Andy is not a good person. She assumes that Andy only takes advantage of Sara's family 

reputation to look like someone important and become famous.   

 

The statement above explains about Sara tells Max when she calls with Andy. Sara tells 

him about how she asks the woman who dates with Andy. And the woman is Max's ex-girlfriend, 

Cecily. Cecily is an actress from New York. Andy and Cecily sleeps together while attends a 

campaign event. From the statement above, it can be concluded that Andy is not a good man. He 

is just a womanizer who uses the reputation of those closest to him to be famous and become a 

congressman. 

 

Conclusion 

 After analyzing the novel, the writer comes to the conclusion of this research that Sara 

Dillon as the main character of the novel, Beautiful Stranger, has the sexual disorder which is 

paraphilia in types of exhibitionism and fetishism.  

Sara Dillon is a woman who initially has a sexual desire by maintaining privacy, 

especially when having sex normally with her ex-boyfriend. However, the sexual relationship is 

not well established because an incident that causes her to start exhibitionism. It can be said that 

Sara's exhibitionism has a mild level where she will have sex in public place with only Max and 

even then it can still be controlled or well scheduled. Sara is also categorized as reflectoporn 

where she likes to capture photos of her naked body shape when she is having sex. It is not only 

exhibitionism, but Sara has a fetishism syndrome. According from the research, Sara has fetishism 

with jaws, ears, and neck. The objects take on greater importance than the arousing qualities of 

any one partner. 

The analysis of this study also shows the causes of paraphilia on character Sara Dillon. 

The paraphilia found in Sara Dillon's character may have caused it to have the syndrome. They 

are traumatic and frustrating. Traumatic that he experiences in the form of problems between she 



 

and her ex-boyfriend. While the frustration factor experienced is the betrayal of her ex-boyfriend 

towards his family. 

 

 

 


